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Price goes up in:
02 days | 23 hours | 57 minutes | 28.4 seconds

World famous Internet Multimillionaire is going to give you a complete fully-operational
Website that actually "forces" money into your pocket...

"I'll Give You This
Automatic Money-Maker
Within 3 minutes!"
This is Fully-Guaranteed!

Want a $3,997 site for next to nothing? ... Now
Complete With a Revolutionary Breakthrough
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Technology that "FORCES" Cash Directly Into
Your Pocket!! - Guaranteed!!
Then check this out now! ...
We've developed a new kind of Internet Marketing Technology that literally forces the Web to
pay you - unlike before when you had to rely mostly on chance, SEO or expensive targeted
advertising!
But now you can get a website that you simply "activate" with 1-click, and in just a few moments
starts giving you lots of free traffic and makes you money and where you get customers and
sales by FORCE!

From: Dr Jon Cohen II
Wednesday, 9:35 a.m.
I want you to know that I make it my job to figure out ways to make you more money.
Personally, I've already sold millions online, and now it's my challenge to do the same, but for you!
The reason I do this is not just because it makes me feel good knowing that I'm helping you (which is a big part of it!)
The reason I do this is because I have a vested interest in YOUR SUCCESS!
What if I told you that for every dollar I helped you make, I'd get a few "pennies" too? Would that make you mad? It
shouldn't.
What if someone came to town, told you they'd help you start a business locally, plus they would help you set up and
get started selling - and they would help you tremendously because they stood to get a small fraction of what you
made if and when successful?
Would you then be more convinced that they would go the extra mile to guarantee your success?
Of course!
This is called "profit motive," and it's the same reason banks suddenly become very friendly and loan you and
others money because they KNOW that for every single dollar they lend they'll get something back! (And
there's absolutely nothing wrong with this scenario, as everybody is happy and wins!)
And in the same exact way, I have created an amazing opportunity for you so that whenever you make some money I
make a little too!
Now here's the greatest secret as to why you can be sure that what I'm giving you will in fact work...

"Since I stand to make a smaller percentage of the amount
you make, and for every single dollar you earn, I want to
make sure you succeed big -- because the bigger your
success, the bigger my success too!"
So I've deliberately NOT held anything back -- I've literally designed you the same exact kind of website I would make
for myself personally -- one that makes "forced money!"
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The website I'm going to give you has everything already built into it so that it's guaranteed to make you lots of money
automatically!
I had my Team develop a "new" kind of website - one that "FORCES" money into your pocket!
The days are now over where you are left with just "chance" on your side when it comes to making money on the
Internet.
This brand new "technology" that I've had developed makes the Internet pay you by "force!"

"Short of putting a gun to people's heads and making them take their
money out of their wallets and pay you without choice, this new
technology might as well be the exact same thing."
Already some pretty famous names are taking note of my new "money-making invention" that "forces" money out of
the Internet directly into your bank account!
And without a doubt these same Internet marketing giants wish they had developed this breakthrough money-making
technology first!
It operates on very simple principles that working alone amount to very little, but when combined become a force to
be reckoned with!
But before I even remotely considered passing it along to you, I wanted to be absolutely sure it worked for me first -so I set out on a mission to prove my newly developed automated marketing technology!
So I gave it a lot of time and effort, and fine-tuned what has got to be the greatest Internet business in a box you can
ever imagine or want!
It's so smooth it runs pretty much on autopilot!
All YOU need to ever do is activate it, and that's about it!

"The best way to understand my new breakthrough money-making
technology is to imagine the Worldwide-Web as an ocean of money ...
my new technology merely makes a way for YOU to be able to dig a
big trench from that 'cash-sea' directly into your backyard!"
And that's obviously a pretty amazing feat to say the very least!
You truly get a webpage that's NOT ordinary by any means!
The webpage automatically "captures" a huge segment of the daily visitors it receives and winds up upselling them
repeatedly with a predictable conversion each and every time!
Plus, the webpage has a "built-in" device that allows it to generate "free traffic" without end!
So considering the fact that you get free traffic, along with a predictable and steady stream of sales conversions, you
get a guaranteed source of endless income!
Additionally, the webpage you get already contains a PROVEN digital product that no online marketer can live
without, and one that is delivered where all your orders are filled automatically by another firm on behalf of you (the
webpage owner!) and at no costs!
Not only that, but the webpage contains a video that makes further an irresistible offer so that people must surrender
their contact information, and which also becomes a VAST double-optin list!
This list is maintained by yet another separate online firm on your behalf, and one which has the HIGHEST track
record for getting over 98% deliverability for all follow-up emailings (the same that convert another 658% more
sales for you!)
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So in a nutshell you get:
1. An amazing website!
2. A website that converts sales automatically!
3. A website that puts "forced" money directly into your pocket!
4. A website that's run by another firm for you (and at NO charge!)
5. A website that continues to promote for you over & over!
6. A website that grows & cultivates a proven list!
7. A website that functions automatically (so you never run it!)
8. And a website that you get Free HOSTING for!
So as you can easily see you get the whole "Sha-Bang!"

Real-life results! ...
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Here's why it's so powerful and why it works so great! ...
●

It offers FREE Information
Face the music: Unless you're giving away something free, few people will stay at your site long enough to
give you time to get them interested. And if you lose them, that's traffic lost (FOREVER!)
Telling them from the get-go that they are going to learn something free, or get something without
costs is perhaps the greatest reason to keep them happy and at your site long enough to read the rest
of what you have to say!

●

It forces people to go through a form to get to the "other side" in order to learn more!
People are naturally curious, even to the point that they simply can't resist, when it comes to things like "let's
see what's behind door number one!" If you have such a webpage, then your visitors simply can't leave
until they've done whatever you've asked to get through to "the other side!"
And making them fill out a simple, easy-to-do (in less than 12 seconds!) form with their first name and email is
easy! And once they have, "they" forever become your lead!

The main offer is one of ClickBank's HOTTEST Products ever (with a proven track record for the highest
sales for affiliates!)
Given the first two (2) requirements above is not enough! You MUST also have a main offer that's been proven
HOT! (Not just one you think is hot.) And have I got a WINNER! The Product offered is one of ClickBank's most
proven long-lasting products ever (and one that pays out a WHOPPING 75% commission on every sale! - Literally
$45

.73

.55

on the Front end and another $66

on the Back end!

Take a sneak-peek of your new site here below (click here or image to enlarge!)...
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Why does this site "force" people to go through the form which collects their name and email?
Simple! ...
1. First of all, the site is really posh. I carefully-tested 17 different designs and found that this particular one
out pulled all the others by 6 to 1.
2. Second, the graphic strip used at the very top contains sharp, well-contrasted images that make it very,
very easy for site visitors to imagine themselves living a life of exuberance and great wealth -- and easily,
gently and comfortably all at the same time (believe me, finding just the right combination was challenging!)
3. Third, the copy alludes to a "top secret video." The word "secret" is one of the most powerful words used in
marketing. No one likes to feel left out, and everyone knows we all want to be the very first to be told a
secret - especially one that's as important and powerful as the one described at your new site!
4. Fourth, the site is deliberately kept very simple and easy on the eyes. It's instantly readable, and there are
no secondary distractions of any kind! Instead, your site is direct, yet subtle. (Exhaustively, I even tested 45
different versions of what exactly to say, and the one I finally went with out-pulled all the others a whopping 3
to 1.)
5. Fifth, your new site contains a teaser video with powerful strength! A "teaser" is of course something that you
dangle in front of someone and which gets them really, really excited, and to the point that they feel they will
"bust" if they don't get satisfied. The video deliberately contains blurred out parts on the screen that make
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people CRAVE to see what's behind those parts! (And people will do whatever it takes - including filling out a
simple form! - just to get this precious information!)
6. Sixth, your new site demands that people wanting to find out the full facts MUST (as a rule no less!) fill out the
simple form just in order to pass through to another webpage to find out the rest! (And I spent the most time
testing this one main thing because without this, your new site would not have nearly the power it now has!)
But it doesn't end there ...
7. Seventh, your new site grabs your special ClickBank ID (which you get FREE!) and carries it behind the
scenes through the form, and attaches it (through our dynamic database drive!) forever to every single lead
that passes through the simple form! This is crucial because when the person gets to the other side and buys,
YOU are always sure to get the commission each and every single time!
But it doesn't stop here either! ...
8. Eighth, since the main Product being offered is something geared to the "marketing & ads" niche, it means
that all your visitors and leads are now proven enthusiasts who want to learn everything they can about how
to advertise online, Internet marketing, making money online, and everything you can think of related
to "marketing & ads!"
9. Ninth, once your leads are in our dynamic database drive attached to YOU and ONLY YOU, our Automatic
Electronic Sales Manager goes to work doing two (2) unique things: (1) sending a well-calculated number
of follow-up emailers to close the main offer for those who don't order it right away, and (2) sending welltested emailers containing other offers (all still very much attached to your unique ClickBank ID!) so that
you get further and additional sales even beyond the main offer!

So, altogether you get an automatic money-making Website containing a new
breakthrough revolutionary technology that:

Makes money for you instantly!

Makes money for you round the clock!

Makes money for you not just today - but for many YEARS to come automatically!

Traffic goes to your new website!

Your new website converts your traffic into sales automatically for you!

Plus, your own "built-in electronic sales manager" works round the clock for you days, weeks, and even
months later reminding the people who visited your site, but who have yet to order! (This alone has been
tested to increase your sales by up to 658%!)
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And to top that off, your new website actually schedules to your leads another 500 offers over the next 3
years (*so traffic you get on any given day results in sales even up to 3 years from now! - Imagine the
residuals alone, not to mention the compounding effect!)
... so as you can see there are NO other sites like this one that you can have in the next 3 minutes sitting right in front
of you, making you "forced money!"

Extra Bonus Viral Marketing Technology Added FREE! ...
Amazing as your site already is, we've just added a completely new addition to your sites that make it possible for all
your visitors to help you get even more traffic - and FREE!
Most everyone knows that viral marketing is similar to word of mouth, where a few people tell several other people
each about your site, and those people go on to tell yet even more people each, who in turn do likewise - and so on,
and so on, and so on FOREVER!
This pretty much happens anyway. But with the addition of a powerful NEW technology developed by ShareThis.
com to help you, it's now even EASIER for your visitors to do so, and which makes this tendency even more
amplified!
Plus, if that wasn't enough in and of itself, we've provided a little "extra" incentive to *FORCE* people to provide you
with endless traffic forever - and again: absolutely FREE!
We've added a special ShareThis link option at your already amazing Video Squeeze Site that allows anyone
completing the simple and easy-to-use Form the chance to WIN $1,000 CASH, and just by telling a few friends about
YOUR SITES!
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When people click on that little "Share This with Your Friends & Win Up to $1,000 Cash!" button a diverse form
pops up hovering over your website that allows them to select several options, including messaging the TOP 20
Social Services sites like:
●
●
●

Facebook
MySpace
Hi5

... etc.
Or do a post to such sites as:
●
●
●
●

Blogger
Digg
LiveJournal
Friendster

... etc.
Or fill in the names and emails of some of their friends and associates, and all including your special unique link
(so that you ALWAYS get your commissions!)
The MORE people they share your link with, the greater their chances of them winning BIG!
And this makes it even more likely that each person will fill out even more names and emails!
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*Note: When people select the email option, all email recipients will receive an email from the person filling out the form, and not you -- so
you can never be falsely or wrongly accused of spamming anyone!

And of course the very BEST thing about all this is that "we" pay your traffic their winnings (you don't have to as we
do this for you at NO extra costs whatsoever!)

It's similar to someone offering to pay you 1¢ on the first day of work, and then doubling each following day's wages
by each preceding day's earnings. As much as it seems unlikely, after just 30 days you'd have well over $5 million!
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The "progression" grows insanely wild every time you double the preceding day's wages.

"Just imagine what might happen instead of this effect just
"doubling," but instead just 1 person sharing your unique link
with up to 100 people who each do likewise!"
Likewise, with this little "Viral Marketing Device" your free traffic continues to climb without end ...

We provide YOU all this extra "Automated Internet Marketing Technology" so that you will more than succeed
BIG! (So I hope you're beginning to see what an amazing value you truly get when you secure your very own
"Forced Money" power-website!)

You get access to the most powerful Members Super Center and Marketing
Resources Tool Chest!
When you secure Forced Money for yourself you not only get a complete fully-operational Website as already
described, but you gain unlimited access to your very own exclusive Marketers Super Center, containing all the BEST
selling tools ever assembled.
You get the best promotional materials and FREE Traffic resources to allow you to "jumpstart" your new
Moneymaking Website (and that allow you to get started within just seconds of logging in!)
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Inside your exclusive Members Super Center you get all the individual selling tools that have been carefully-tested to
make sure that you make the most money from your new site - plus the very best additional resources to allow you to
EXPLODE your profits from the get-go! ...
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Plus, we give you a complete Quick-Start Guide that shows you in easy 1-2-3 step format everything you need to
make it super easy to make the most of everything your site makes possible for you!

The absolute very BEST Free Traffic Resources for your immediate use and profit!
In order to be highly and instantly effective online and a sure-success, you need only the very best free traffic
resources at your beck-n-call!
That's exactly what we give you along with everything else!
You simply click on these resources as needed, and submit your sites unique link, and then you start seeing sales
pour in!
Nothing can be easier!
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With so much at your disposal, you stand to gain everything and you continue to have access to this remarkable
Super Center for as long as you remain a Member!
Plus, you're NEVER at any risk …
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Therefore, don't hesitate to secure Forced Money now, rather than wait - as to do so you risk everyone else beating
you to this (*Not to mention the fact that once we reach a certain predetermined number of Members we will
seriously consider closing off any more Memberships!)

Urgent you grab this opportunity immediately and not put off...
Look, I don't want you to waste a single moment more - and I feel I must also warn you that I'm only making a select
number of these kinds of sites publicly available.
If you don't act today, I think it's likely you may miss out if you put off.
And just in case you think I'm kidding, or just trying to get you to get going, I'm not!

"The fact is that I plan on allowing just a limited
number of these breakthrough sites out and about,
and after that, that's it!"
My gut feeling tells me that many may catch on to what I'm offering over here, and they will act right then and there and once I reach my prescribed limit, I'm going to pull the plug of this offer without so much as a single polite email's
notification (I've done it before!)
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So, I would definitely like to urge you to take
advantage of this unprecedented and very unique
offer while it's both still HOT and readily available
(cuz soon it may not be here - although once
you secure your brand new "Forced Money"
site, it will be yours FOREVER! - just the
opportunity for others to get one like yours will
be gone for good!)

You know what to do, click here to secure yours NOW!

You will have to pay FULL PRICE after:
02 days | 23 hours | 57 minutes | 28.4 seconds

Yes, please count me in! I would definitely like for you to activate my Fully-Operational MoneyMaking Website immediately so I can begin making money using your advanced Internet Marketing
Technology!
I fully understand that my site comes complete with an automatically managed Database Drive already
built-in that upsells and converts more customers for me -- and that you and your Team will manage
and operate everything for me and on my behalf with no additional costs as long as I keep my site!
Additionally, I understand that I may cancel within 50 days if not delighted. On that basis I hereby
place my order!

Click Here To Order Now »

* You will be charged just $67 dollars.

Sincerely,

Dr Jon Cohen II
Creator of Forced Money

PS - Just 7 short minutes from right now, you can be getting your very first sales from your brand new "Forced
Money" Website! (Or not, the choice is entirely yours!)
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EARNINGS DISCLAIMER

EVERY EFFORT HAS BEEN MADE TO ACCURATELY REPRESENT THIS PRODUCT AND ITS POTENTIAL. THERE IS NO GUARANTEE THAT YOU WILL
EARN ANY MONEY USING THE TECHNIQUES AND IDEAS OR SOFTWARE PROVIDED WITH THIS WEBSITE. EXAMPLES IN THIS PAGE ARE NOT TO BE
INTERPRETED AS A PROMISE OR GUARANTEE OF EARNINGS. EARNING POTENTIAL IS ENTIRELY DEPENDENT ON THE PERSON USING THE
INFORMATION INCLUDED TO THIS PAGE, THE IDEAS AND THE TECHNIQUES. WE DO NOT PURPORT THIS AS A GET RICH SCHEME. YOUR LEVEL OF
SUCCESS IN ATTAINING THE RESULTS CLAIMED IN THIS PAGE DEPENDS ON THE TIME YOU DEVOTE TO THE IDEAS AND TECHNIQUES MENTIONED,
YOUR FINANCES, KNOWLEDGE AND VARIOUS SKILLS. SINCE THESE FACTORS DIFFER ACCORDING TO INDIVIDUALS, WE CANNOT GUARANTEE
YOUR SUCCESS OR INCOME LEVEL. NOR ARE WE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY OF YOUR ACTIONS. MATERIALS IN THIS PAGE MAY CONTAIN
INFORMATION THAT INCLUDES FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS THAT GIVE OUR EXPECTATIONS OR FORECASTS OF FUTURE EVENTS. YOU CAN
IDENTIFY THESE STATEMENTS BY THE FACT THAT THEY DO NOT RELATE STRICTLY TO HISTORICAL OR CURRENT FACTS. THEY USE WORDS
SUCH AS ANTICIPATE, ESTIMATE, EXPECT, PROJECT, INTEND, PLAN, BELIEVE, AND OTHER WORDS AND TERMS OF SIMILAR MEANING IN
CONNECTION WITH A DESCRIPTION OF POTENTIAL EARNINGS OR FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE. ANY AND ALL FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS
HERE OR ON ANY OF OUR SALES MATERIAL ARE INTENDED TO EXPRESS OUR OPINION OF EARNINGS POTENTIAL. MANY FACTORS WILL BE
IMPORTANT IN DETERMINING YOUR ACTUAL RESULTS AND NO GUARANTEES ARE MADE THAT YOU WILL ACHIEVE RESULTS SIMILAR TO OURS OR
ANYBODY ELSE'S, IN FACT NO GUARANTEES ARE MADE THAT YOU WILL ACHIEVE ANY RESULTS FROM OUR IDEAS AND TECHNIQUES IN OUR
MATERIAL.

Microsoft Windows 95, Windows 98, Windows XP, Windows Vista & Apple Macintosh Compatible
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